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Shaping the Future
Requires Resilience
and Innovation

Welcome to Houston

Helge Hove Haldorsen, 2015 SPE President

G

reetings, fellow SPE members
and energy professionals.
And thank you very much for
coming to the 2015 ATCE in the
middle of this difficult oil price
downturn. We have, of course,
been here many times before,
and we know what we have to
do. We want to continuously
Haldorsen
adapt, strengthen, and reinvent
our industry because oil and
gas will be needed for decades to come. And we must
restore competitiveness over the cycle as oil prices going
forward possibly will be fluctuating even more rapidly,
and to lesser heights and deeper lows, than before this
last downturn due to the new market dynamics. The
way we do that is by showing capital discipline, really
prioritizing value over volume to secure resilience; by
rebasing our cost levels downward through simplification,
industrialization, and automation; and by boosting the
efficiency of everything we do.
But you cannot just cost-cut your way to greatness.
Radical and incremental innovation through the steady
introduction of new technology and new business models
will also be needed. We are just an innovation away
from doing much better in so many areas. I also strongly
believe that collaboration is the new way to compete.
It still is the fittest that survive, but I think that the
fittest going forward will be the best collaborators 360°
(internally between disciplines and externally with service
companies, rig owners, and with experts in the internet of
everything, big data, and automation).
The silver lining is that we will come out of this
a stronger industry. Another key exploration and
production (E&P) dimension: During the next 5
years, 50% of the currently active E&P professionals
are projected to leave the industry. This will open
huge, exciting opportunities for the next wave of
E&P professionals. Therefore, a special welcome to all
educators, students, and young professionals (YPs)!
PLEASE SEE HALDORSEN ON PAGE 4

SPE’s Annual Technical Conference and Exhibition returns to Houston for the first time since
2004. ATCE has been held in Houston 10 times since 1966. Credit: Jim Olive, VisitHouston.

Conference Offers Wide Range of Events
Jack Betz, Staff Writer

A

s ATCE returns to Houston this year amid
low oil prices, it remains a reliable venue for
networking and sharing technical knowledge.
Attendees of ATCE 2105 will have access to a
wide range of exhibits, presentations, ePosters,
panel sessions, and other special events catering
to professionals in the exploration and production
(E&P) industry.
The Opening General Session, 2040: The Journey
and the Destination—Diverse Perspectives, will
begin at 1030 today and will focus on the challenges
the world faces in filling the gap between oil supply
and demand. Oil and gas will have to come from
increasingly more costly and difficult-to-produce
fields, yet companies are cutting their spending and

global demand for hydrocarbons is projected to
continue growing.
At 0800, PetroBowl will begin. PetroBowl is a
tournament-style competition that tests students
on technical and nontechnical aspects of the E&P
industry and SPE. This year, for the first time, the
competition will include seeded teams from six
regional qualifying rounds around the world. The
top two teams from each region received sponsored
trips to ATCE to compete in the championship.
The Chairman’s Luncheon will begin at 1215, and
Gustavo Hernandez Garcia, ATCE 2015 general
chairperson and Pemex chief executive officer
and director, will share his insights on the oil and
gas industry.
PLEASE SEE CONFERENCE ON PAGE 3
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TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS

All events are in the George R. Brown Convention Center unless otherwise noted.
0700–1700
0800–0900

1030–1200

Registration
Welcome Breakfast Social

1215–1345

Room 372 DE

0800–1700

Ballroom of the Americas D–F

Rooms 310 A–C and 320 A–C

0900–1000

Coffee Break on Exhibit Floor

0900–1800

Exhibition

1300–1700

1700–1800

Reception on Exhibit Floor
PetroBowl Reception
Bush Grand Ballroom Prefunction Area

1830–2030

ENGenious

Petroleum Data-Driven Analytics
(PD2A) Technical Section Dinner
Room 372 CF

Booth 3509, Hall C

1515–1545

1700–1800

Coffee Break on Exhibit Floor/
Knowledge Sharing ePosters

1900–2200

Projects, Facilities, and
Construction Dinner
Room 381 AB

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The first event on the conference’s 3-day
agenda is the Key Club breakfast, which
starts at 0700 today. The club is open to
all members with 25 years of continuous
membership, Century Club members,
and current and former SPE board
officers and directors, as well as this year’s
SPE international awards winners and
Distinguished Lecturers.
At 1400, attendees can choose one of
two special sessions. The first session,
Gas Scrubber Design and Validation for
Robust Separation Duty, will cover the
ways that the industry can validate the
performance of gas scrubbers used for a
variety of purposes.
The second session, Value Preservation:
Sustainability and Management of
Above-Ground Risk, will discuss
the industry’s accomplishments in
implementing sustainable practices over
the past 20 years and how it can be more
proactive in its approach to sustainable
development and social responsibility in
the future.
Tonight, starting at 1730, multiple
universities have scheduled receptions
for alumni. The events provide
opportunities for attendees to visit, get
reacquainted with old friends, and build
new relationships.
This evening, there will be two
dinner events. A Petroleum Data-Driven
Analytics technical section dinner will be
held at 1830 and will present the section’s
past and upcoming activities. A Projects,
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Houston is a frequent location for ATCE, having been held here 10 times
since 1966. Last year’s conference was held in Amsterdam, and next year’s
is set for Dubai. Credit: Julie Soefer, Greater Houston Convention and
Visitor’s Bureau.
Facilities, and Construction (PFC)
dinner will be held at 1900 and will
be moderated by SPE PFC Technical
Director Howard Duhon.
On Tuesday morning at 0800,
a team of experienced decisionmaking professionals will present
the SPE Technical Report “Guidance
for Decision Quality in MultiCompany Upstream Projects.”
At the same time, undergraduate

and graduate divisions will compete
in the International Student
Paper Contest.
At 0830 on Tuesday, attendees
can choose between one of two
special session. Error Analysis and
Uncertainty in Flow Assurance and
Facility Design will focus on error and
uncertain analysis in flow assurance,
production engineering, and the design
of upstream facilities. The second

session, Managing the Future Impact
of Current Cost Cutting, will explore
the ways that companies can cope
with low oil prices without harming
future operations.
Workshops focusing on soft skills will
begin at 0900. Each includes a lunch at
noon. A Student Communication Skills
workshop will start at 1000, to help
attendees refine their communication
skills and prepare for careers in a
global workplace.
Tuesday afternoon gives attendees
a choice of two topical luncheons, the
Student General Session and Awards
luncheon or the PFC/Health, Safety,
and Environment luncheon. A second
set of soft skills workshops will also
be held starting at 1200.
At 1400 on Tuesday, the special session
Process Safety and Culture in Wells will
be held. It will highlight the successes of
the industry in improving process safety
from a well’s standpoint and what else
can be done in the future. At the same
time, the postgraduate division of the
International Student Paper Contest
will begin.
On Tuesday evening at 1830, the
Annual Reception and Banquet will take
place. SPE International award winners
will be recognized for their contributions
to SPE and the industry. Before the
banquet, all attendees are invited to a
reception that will be held at the Hilton
Americas Hotel.

Briefs
Engagement Center
Caters to New Members

New members of the Society
of Petroleum Engineers will
have a special place to gather
and learn about the society at
this year’s Annual Technical
Conference and Exhibition. The New
Member Engagement Center in Room
361 F of the Convention Center is
an exclusive area for new members
where they can learn how to become
more involved in SPE while enjoying
refreshments, recharging portable
devices, and meeting other new
members. A Headshot Lounge, located
in the exhibit hall behind the SPE
Pavilion, offers an opportunity to have
a free photo taken by a professional
portrait photographer. The Headshot
Lounge allows members to update their
SPE Connect profiles with new portraits
and take a copy of their professional
portrait when they leave. The New

Member Engagement Center is
designed to guide new members to
get the most out of the vast network
of exploration and production
professionals and find the best ways
to get involved in the society.

SPE Unplugged Turns
off the Microphones

SPE Unplugged will give attendees a
chance to meet with SPE presidents and
the conference general chairman off
the record and “with the microphones
turned off.” On the third floor of the
George R. Brown Convention Center,
conference attendees will have a chance
to meet and talk with 2015 SPE President
Helge Hove Haldorsen from 1500 to
1530 today. ATCE General Chairperson
Gustavo Hernandez Garcia will be on
hand from 1030 to 1100 on Tuesday,
and 2017 SPE President Janeen Judah
will be available from 1030 to 1100
on Wednesday.

Virtual Sessions Take
Conference Online

SPE will be offering a virtual
conference experience for those
unable to attend this year’s ATCE.
Participants will be able to follow
along live from their computers on
the appropriate day, chat virtually,
and ask questions. In addition, free
live streams will be available of
today’s Opening General Session
and the President’s Luncheon on
Wednesday. Three virtual sessions
will be available for USD 59—Well
Production Enhancement: Chemical
Solutions and New Technologies, 1400–
1700 today; Managing the Future Impact
of Current Cost Cutting, 0830–1155
Tuesday; and Petroleum Economics
and Decision Making, 1400–1700
Tuesday. The streams can be found
at www.spe.org/atce and will begin 5
minutes before the scheduled start time
of the event.
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New President Sees Pivotal Role for SPE in Tough Times
John Donnelly, JPT Editor

T

he steep drop in oil prices leaves
SPE with an even larger role to
play in bringing together petroleum
professionals to help develop the energy
needed to run the world, says incoming
SPE President Nathan Meehan.
“On top of the ongoing challenges
we face as an industry, we now have to
contend with low prices. Yet, we still
have to deliver the huge volumes of oil
and gas that are needed each day by
the 7.2 billion people who inhabit our
planet,” he said. “We cannot compete—
or in some cases, even survive—doing
business as usual. We need disruptive
technologies and processes.”
At the heart of that change will be
innovation, which requires collaboration
among diverse groups of people. “This
is where SPE can play a pivotal role.
One of my colleagues likes to describe
SPE as a network of bridges that
connects people, companies, and ideas
to enable the collaboration that fuels
innovation. That network of bridges
is never more important than during
difficult periods such as the one we are
currently experiencing.”
Meehan, a senior executive adviser
at Baker Hughes who advises executive
management on reservoir and
geoscience issues, will become 2016
SPE President on Wednesday during
the annual President’s Luncheon and
Meeting of Members. He succeeds Helge
Haldorsen of Statoil, who will hand over
the presidential gavel to Meehan during
the event.
Before joining Baker Hughes,
Meehan was president of CMG
Petroleum Consulting, vice president of
engineering at Occidental Petroleum,
and general manager of exploration and
production at Union Pacific Resources.
He holds a BS degree in physics from the
Georgia Institute of Technology, an MS

2016 SPE President Nathan Meehan regularly visits SPE student chapters.
degree in petroleum engineering from
the University of Oklahoma, and a PhD
degree in petroleum engineering from
Stanford University.
Meehan said he plans to focus on five
goals during his 1-year presidency:
• Making sure that SPE stays relevant
and useful to members and the
industry
• Encouraging more interdisciplinary
and interindustry collaboration
• Focusing on the “public benefit”
aspect of SPE’s mission
• Recruiting and mentoring the
next generation of oil and gas
professionals
• Expanding and improving the way
SPE communicates
“With regard to public benefit, I would
like to see us emphasize this a little more
than has been done in the past,” Meehan

said. “I think sometimes we overlook
this aspect of our mission. Our industry
has an obligation to society to provide
safe, affordable energy to the world, and
we do that. But we do not tell our story
very well.”
Along this line, Meehan said he would
like for SPE to focus on sustainability
and health, safety, and environment
issues at conferences because of the
increased role that these issues play. In
addition, SPE and the industry should
spend more time reflecting on what the
industry’s role is in society and how it
should conduct its business. Then, it
should do a better job informing the
public of its mission.
“In a sense, we have failed to make the
moral case, take the moral high ground,
on this,” said Meehan, who has taught
ethics classes in the past. “SPE is the
perfect forum. When I give a speech to

membership. The fact that everyone
is now superconnected, and the many
new social media tools coupled with the
internet of everything, make new ways
of sharing and disseminating knowledge
possible at a lower cost. Also, because
“we are all data,” SPE can become more
personal in its relationship with its
members, something members like the
sound of. SPE’s mission and vision are
still valid and timeless, but the way we
share and connect must evolve as the
toolkit and e-possibilities evolve. One
thing is not changing: SPE striving
for quality in everything it does and
the belief that health, safety, security,
environment, and social responsibility
and earning the public’s trust in E&P are
prerequisites for continued success.
ATCE 2015 in Houston is the
culmination of an enormous
volunteering planning effort by so many.
I salute every one of you who have
contributed to this finest conference in
our solar system put on by the finest
society in the Milky Way. I also look
forward to honoring the outstanding
contributions to SPE, industry, and
society by our members, sections, and
chapters of SPE.

Part of what makes ATCE such an
epic event each year is the quality of
speakers, panels, and presentations
it offers, and ATCE 2015 General
Chairperson Gustavo Hernandez Garcia,
from Mexico’s state oil company Pemex,
has done an excellent job together with
the committees.
I thank him for his leadership, and I
encourage you to attend the Chairman’s
Luncheon at 1215 today to hear him
share his insights on the oil and gas
industry.
I extend a personal invitation for you
to attend the President’s Luncheon and
annual Meeting of Members at 1215
Wednesday, where I will provide the
current state of the society, notable
volunteers and award-winning SPE
Sections will be recognized, and 2016
SPE President Nathan Meehan will
begin his term.
Over the 3-day schedule, ATCE
will feature more than 45 technical
sessions, 34 training sessions, and young
professional and student events and
activities, as well as one of the largest
exhibit halls in the industry.
There truly is something for everyone
at this year’s ATCE.

industry professionals, I almost always
end it this way: I say that what we do is
important, what we do changes people’s
lives and improves people’s lives. We
have made mistakes, and we continue to
make mistakes, as does every industry.
Yes, we need to do a better job of
delivering our products, ensuring their
safety, and minimizing environmental
impact. And we must communicate
our efforts and outcomes honestly and
effectively.”
The drop in oil prices has affected
SPE revenues but also heightened the
association’s focus to identify and
respond to members’ needs. SPE has
taken steps to lower costs and eliminate
dues for some members who have been
without jobs. It has also helped launch
a global jobs page to help members
find work, and sections are working
to help members learn how to be
consultants, find jobs in downturns, and
communicate better.
But the value of an SPE membership
has not changed, Meehan said.
“It is really all about the people in
this industry as much as it is about
technology,” he said. “Clearly, SPE
is where oil and gas people are.
This is where we meet, engage, and
interact. SPE is a lot of different
things and a lot of different people.
Technology dissemination is the
core, but our mission is also related
to the development of engineering
professionals, and that is about
relationships.
“SPE is all about members, improving
our performance, and improving our
relationships and careers,” he said.
An extended interview with Meehan can
be found in the September issue of the
Journal of Petroleum Technology (JPT),
available at the SPE Pavilion.

HALDORSEN,

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Every day, the E&P industry produces
about 93 million BOEPD and some 350
Bcf of gas. To do this, we drill around
80,000 wells and invest USD 1 trillion.
And the energy we produce lifts living
standards and fuels human progress.
Therefore, please do not forget that you
have “making the world a better place”
in your job description.
The yin and the yang of E&P is that
we compete fiercely and we collaborate
massively—in our case through SPE.
SPE is 143,000 members in 147 countries
on a volunteering mission to share. With
more than 400 technical presentations
and 300 exhibits, ATCE is a flagship SPE
sharing event that we are very proud
of. I am confident you will leave the
2015 ATCE in Houston with a pocket
full of good ideas you can try at home,
and you will have given your valuable
experiences to others in return.
SPE also must adapt, evolve, and
improve its efficiency and never stop
asking its members and the industry we
serve for advice and feedback. Therefore,
SPE 2.0 is a state of mind for all of us.
It means never being satisfied with the
status quo and always listening loudly
to the needs and wants of the global

And next year’s ATCE is in Dubai,
26–28 September 2016. This location,
again, shows SPE is a global society
wanting to offer an opportunity for
members to attend ATCE from wherever
they launch.
I also want to thank the Gulf Coast
Section based here in Houston for its
hospitality and the generosity of its
volunteers who are providing their time
and talents to help make ATCE 2016 in
Houston so successful.
Bottom lines: I am so honored to have
served you as your 2015 SPE president.
I have visited so many wonderful SPE
sections, chapters, and SPE events and
made so many new friends all over the
globe. Thank you for your hospitality
and your kindness! I now better
understand Nelson Mandela’s Ubuntu
concept—we are all connected, and if
I am good, it is because you made me
better. At ATCE 2015 in Houston, we
are shaping the future together. I hope
my vision of E&P 2.0 and SPE 2.0 has
motivated, inspired, and encouraged
you. And, finally, please look for me at
the various events through the week
here. I look forward to meeting you and
to hearing your perspective.
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Special Sessions Cover Sustainability, Costs, and Soft Skills
Abdelghani Henni, JPT Middle East Editor

T

he 2015 SPE Annual Technical
Conference and Exhibition (ATCE)
will feature a variety of sessions covering
the various oil and gas exploration
and production disciplines, with the
aim of disseminating knowledge and
sharing best practices and experiences
among attendees.
The 3-day event will include technical
sessions presenting groundbreaking
papers and special sessions highlighting
sustainability, gas scrubber design, error
analysis, cost management, process
safety, and networking skills.
The first special session, taking place
at 1400 today in Room 352 D–F, will be
Value Preservation: Sustainability and
Management of Above-Ground Risk.
Despite the importance of sustainability
and environmental and social issues and
their effect on value for shareholders,

sustainability-related issues are still
poorly managed in the industry.
The session will shine light on
changing mindsets and views on
sustainability and above-ground or
nonfinancial risk as an opportunity
to innovate and be more efficient as
well as reduce risk. Speakers from
Schlumberger, Wood McKenzie,
Anadarko, and Acorn International
will discuss how sustainability and
the management of above-ground
risk add value to projects and will
illustrate solutions used to face
the challenges.
Simultaneously, in Room 362 A–C, a
session titled Gas Scrubber Design and
Validation for Robust Separation Duty
will address the issues associated with
gas scrubbers, which are considered
critical parts of oil and gas facilities,
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responsible for removing traces of liquid
from gas streams. Designing a scrubber
is not an easy task. It includes a whole
system that needs to be designed and
installed properly, including inlet piping
and inlet distributors and accounting
for flow variability and fluid properties.
The session also will highlight scrubbing
technology used in modular and
compact systems that can help push
challenging limits.
Speakers in this session will represent
FMC Technologies, Maersk Oil,
Shell Global Solutions, Tracerco, and
Southwest Research Institute.
On Tuesday, starting at 0830 in Room
352 D–F, the third special session will
address Error Analysis and Uncertainty
in Flow Assurance and Facility Design.
Speakers will highlight error and
uncertainty analysis in flow assurance,

SPECIAL SESSIONS
Today
Value Preservation: Sustainability and
Management of Above-Ground Risk
1400–1700 • Room 352 D–F
Gas Scrubber Design and Validation for
Robust Separation Duty
1400–1700 • Room 362 A–C
Tuesday
Error Analysis and Uncertainty in Flow
Assurance and Facility Design
0830–1155 • Room 352 D–F
Managing the Future Impact of Current
Cost Cutting
0830–1155 • Room 362 A–C
Process Safety and Culture in Wells
1400–1700 • Room 362 A–C
Wednesday
Learn To Start Your Own Business and
Grow Your Networking Skills
0830–1155 • Room 362 A–C

production engineering, and upstream
facility design. Speakers will mainly
focus on deepwater operations, sharing
case studies and experiences related to
quantifying error and uncertainty for
successfully managing economic and
health, safety, and environment risk.
Speakers in this session will represent
the Colorado School of Mines, Assured
Flow Solutions, Anadarko, Royal Dutch
Shell, Evoleap, and The University
of Tulsa.
At the same time in Room 362 A–C,
another special session will focus on
cost-related issues: Managing the Future
Impact of Current Cost Cutting. This
special session will examine a critical
aspect facing the industry, which is
adapting to the current environment of
low oil prices. So far, many companies
have slashed their spending and costs
to minimize the effect of low oil prices
on overall operations. Speakers will
share their perspectives on what is being
cut and what effects that may have
on the operations of their respected
firms. Each speaker will deliver a
speech highlighting the situation with
his company, how and where they are
cutting costs, the results they achieved,
and the effect on overall business
operations.
Speakers in the special session will
represent Exxon Mobil, IHRDC,
Baker Hughes, ConocoPhillips, and
Independent Project Analysis.
Starting at 0830 on Wednesday in
Room 362 A–C, the special session
Learn To Start Your Own Business
and Grow Your Networking Skills will
focus on networking and soft skills.
The session will help attendees learn
how to take their careers to the next
level through networking and building
beneficial relationships.
The session will focus on how to
frame a plan to start your own business
and how to leverage networking skills
to influence change and build business
relationships, with speakers representing
Chevron Global Upstream, Inwood
Solutions, and Chevron.
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Diverse Technical Program Looks to Short and Long Term
Joel Parshall, JPT Features Editor

W

ith great uncertainties facing
the exploration and production
(E&P) industry over coping with a new,
extended low-priced oil environment,
the SPE 2015 Annual Technical
Conference and Exhibition (ATCE)
technical program addresses a wide
range of topics with short and long
time horizons.
“The program is quite diverse;
there is a bit for every discipline,” said
Ana Djuric, Program Committee
chairperson, who is the global
environmental assurance manager
for Baroid at Halliburton. “There are
sessions that will focus on short-term
cost strategies and technology solutions
to maximize production from mature
fields. There are also presentations with
long-term perspectives on organizational
challenges, economic assessments, and
alternative technology solutions.”
The program has set records with
more than 2,250 abstracts submitted and
some 450 papers to be presented in 46
technical sessions, which begin Monday
afternoon and run through Wednesday.

Envisioning 2040

A panel of leading figures in the oil
and gas operating sector, industry
consultancy, government, and academia
will present a broad view of the industry’s
current and future challenges in the
conference Opening General Session,
2040: The Journey and the Destination—
Diverse Perspectives, from 1030 to 1200.

A focus of the session will be
the industry’s ability to meet a
projected 32% growth in global
oil consumption through 2040,
forecasted by the US Energy
Information Administration.
To achieve that, new oil production
will have to come from oil fields that
are deeper, costlier, and more difficult
to produce. Yet, the large drop in oil
prices today is leading to cuts in capital
spending, project delays, and staff
reductions that could set the stage for
an eventual supply shortage and added
challenges to achieving the long-term
growth objective.
“The latest decline in oil prices and
activity will possibly cause the industry
to scramble as it moves toward 2040,”
Djuric said. “The team of experts in the
session will be discussing what should
be done today to meet the demand in the
future. So there really is a positive longterm message.”

The Gem for SPE

A major strength of the ATCE is its
consistent ability to appeal to a broad
spectrum of SPE members in the setting
of one event.
“The ATCE is the gem for SPE and
will continue to be,” Djuric said. “It’s
a conference that evolves and adapts
with current events and technological
advances. It is a great opportunity to
network and to gain various perspectives
from around the world.”

Workshop Teaches Attendees A-to-Z
of Technical Paper Writing, Presenting
Anjana Sankara Narayanan, Editorial Manager

A

key mission of SPE is
knowledge dissemination,
and technical papers are important
tools to accomplish that goal. To
aid members in that pursuit, a free,
ticketed 3-hour workshop, How To
Write a Good Technical Paper, was
conducted yesterday and had soldout attendance. Sessions planned
for today and tomorrow are full.
Registration will become available if
slots open.
The interest and demand for this
workshop among members come
as no surprise because technical
publications have always been a core
value for SPE. The intention of this
workshop is to help attendees write
quality technical papers, which will
improve the chances of the papers
being selected for presentations and
publication in SPE’s peer-reviewed
journals.
The high quality of the SPE
technical papers stems from the
rigorous review process by the SPE
review committees, which consider
several factors before accepting or
rejecting abstracts. Of the 15,652

abstracts submitted in 2014, less
than 2% were selected for conference
presentations and peer reviewed for
publication in SPE journals.
“This workshop is all about
helping the petroleum engineer
to better communicate his ideas
and experience on technical topics
important to the industry. Being
able to effectively communicate both
orally and in writing will improve his
industry exposure and his career,”
said Byron Haynes, who is leading
the workshop.
The workshop sessions during
the conference are expected to
train more than 150 members in the
paper-writing process. Tuesday’s
presenter, Sunil Kokal, calls writing
technical papers a win/win/win
situation.
“It gives you a sense of personal
satisfaction that you are giving
back. For your company, it provides
recognition and tells the world that it
is a progressive organization. For the
industry, your work becomes part of
E&P literature and global knowledge
base and gives it longevity.”
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to high alloy steels. More than 100 million feet of Duoline® successfully installed worldwide since 1964!
If your application falls into any of the following categories, you have a reason to talk with us!
• OIL AND GAS PRODUCING WELLS • OFFSHORE PLATFORMS • ONSHORE WORK-OVERS • WATERFLOOD INJECTION WELLS
• CO2 INJECTION WELLS • SALTWATER DISPOSAL SYSTEMS • CHEMICAL DISPOSAL WELLS • SOUR GAS SERVICE
Phone: 903.734.1371 Web-site: www.duoline.com
Fax: 903.734.1571 Email: CustomerService@duoline.com

ISO 9001:2008

Tel: + 971 4 812 3845 Web-site:
Fax: + 971 4 812 3846 www.maxtube.com
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Showcase Highlights
Emerging Technologies
Stephen Whitfield, Oil and Gas Facilities Staff Writer

A

ttendees to the 2015 SPE
Annual Technical Conference
and Exhibition (ATCE) will get a
chance to learn about some of
the latest emerging technologies
being developed for oil and
gas applications at ENGenious,
an interactive, educational
showcase taking place on the
show floor.
Hosted by the Journal of Petroleum
Technology’s Young Technology

Showcase, ENGenious will feature
24 presentations over 2 days. To
be considered for the showcase,
technologies had to be new and
innovative, have proven technical
content that is commercially available,
and have a significant impact on
the industry.
The presentations will be held today
and Tuesday at Booth 3509. Today’s
sessions start at the top of the hour,
every hour, beginning at 1300. There

Probe’s DataTrap 3D prefracturing gauge. Photo courtesy of Probe.

will be three to four presentations per
session, and each presentation will
last 10 minutes, providing attendees
ample time to enjoy the other
sessions and presentations at ATCE.

Session 1: Highlighting
Production and Operations
(1300–1330)

Probe—DataTrap 3D. DataTrap 3D
is a wireless-enabled prefracturing
gauge that uses two types of
wireless technology to address the
concerns of nonwireless equipment
in prefracturing measurement. It
uses a 900-MHz proprietary wireless
protocol for secure, low-power, longrange communication with wireless
sensors, which allow for direct
communication with smartphones,
tablets, and laptop computers. The
gauge’s Wi-Fi network also gives
users the ability to connect to the
device with equipment they likely
already have on site.
Zilift—Permanent Magnet
Technologies. Zilift has several
magnet technologies for artificial lift,
drilling, and coiled-tubing applications.
One such technology, the TorqueDrive,
is a downhole permanent magnet
transmission and motor that allows
users to pump from any location in
a well to maximize drawdown on a
formation and increase recovery. It
can be used for heavy, conventional,
and unconventional oil; gas and
coalbed-methane deliquification;
horizontal and highly deviated
wells; and the redevelopment of
legacy fields. The SpeedDrive is an

Tendeka’s FloSure inflow control device.
Photo courtesy of Tendeka.
ultracompact electrical submersible
centrifugal pump deployable on
cable or coiled or production tubing.
The pump can be installed with
standard wireline spooling methods
without the need for a workover rig.
It does not require recompletion of a
well or the use of a downhole wetmateable connector.
Tendeka—FloSure Autonomous
Inflow Control Device. FloSure is
a device with a variable choke that
controls gas and water in wells. It
can be used in light and heavy oil
wells to overcome water or gas
breakthrough, ensuring uniform
production longevity. Its levitation
disc allows for ream or washdown
and the spotting of breaker fluids,
and it is configurable for a range of
production options.

Keep your member
benefits flowing...
Membership in the Society of Petroleum Engineers is a
continuous well of career-enhancing opportunities for
E&P professionals.
Whether you want to expand your knowledge, grow your
network, or develop your leadership skills, it pays to remain
engaged with SPE.
Stay connected with all that SPE has to offer:
• Publications and Journals
• Conferences, Workshops, and Training Courses
• Local Section Events
• Volunteer Opportunities
• Online Communities and Resources

Enter the Fly to Dubai drawing for a chance to

WIN A ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT OR
FULL-CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
TO ATCE 2016 IN DUBAI, UAE.
Stop by the SPE Pavilion, Booth 3842 today!

Keep your SPE member benefits producing for you. To renew
your membership, visit the member services counter in the SPE
Pavilion, Booth 3842 or www.spe.org/renew.

Society of Petroleum Engineers

Annual Technical Conference and Exhibition
If you are a Life Member or you have already renewed
your membership for 2016, thank you for your continued
membership in SPE.

26–28 September 2016 • Dubai World Trade Centre
Dubai, UAE • www.spe.org/atce/2016
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Session 2: Highlighting
Reservoir Description and
Dynamics (1400–1430)

Computer Modelling Group—
CoFlow. The result of an 8-year
development partnership with
Shell and Petrobras, CoFlow is
multifidelity, multidisciplinary
software for integrated
reservoir and production
system modeling. It is
designed for multireservoir,
deepwater conventional oil
and gas fields with different
characterizations producing to
a single offshore platform. Its
framework allows asset teams
to work together on multiple
integrated reservoirs and production
networks, and its guided task
workflows enable user- or companyspecific customization.
Stone Ridge Technology—Echelon.
Echelon is a technical software
program designed for reservoir
simulation and developed for finegrained parallelism targeting graphics
processor unit (GPU) hardware. It can
produce 100 realizations in 9 hours on
a single cluster node with eight GPUs,
and it can run a full SPE10 benchmark
run in under a minute.
Peltarion Energy—Geology
Predicted EUR. Peltarion Energy
will also present its geology-based
estimated ultimate recovery (EUR)
technology during this session.

Session 3: Projects, Facilities,
and Construction/Reservoir

Description and Dynamics
(1500–1530)

Veolia Water Technologies—ROSS.
The ROSS system is a compact
system for treating upstream
produced water generated from
exploration and production
operations. The system can be used
to treat flowback and produced water
for reuse in shale oil operations. It
can also treat produced water for
injection or for steam generation
for enhanced oil recovery. It is a
packaged, modular, shop-fabricated,
prepiped, and prewired treatment
system that minimizes downstream
carryover during upsets.
MicroSeismic—PermIndex.
PermIndex is a microseismic-based
permeability tool that provides
data-driven estimates of bulk
permeability using the radial pressure
fronts of microseismic events during
hydraulic fracturing to calculate
effective system permeability. A
production productivity log allows the
reservoir engineer to understand the
productivity potential of each stage
and provides constraint to reservoir
simulation models. Combined with its
permeability scalar, which captures
the fracture intensity at any given
point in space, the tool enables
history matching with an estimation
of drainage volume and EUR.
Modumetal—Nanoplex C/NanoGalv
Alloy Coatings. Modumetal’s
nanolaminated alloy coatings are
composed of multiple layers that are
nanometers in thickness, similar in

to a selected analyte, using as much
information as needed within the
optical spectrum.

Halliburton’s ICE Core sensor. Photo
courtesy of Halliburton.
structure to plywood. The nanolayers
create a higher strength-to-weight
ratio for metal surfaces and provide
additional structure, enhancing
corrosion and fatigue performance.
The coatings are manufactured using
electricity instead of heat, making
them more environmentally friendly
than conventional steel alloys.

Session 4: Production and
Operations/Reservoir Description
and Dynamics (1600–1630)
Halliburton—ICE Core. The ICE
Core service technology helps users
determine the specific components
present in a fluid sample and the
proportions at which they are
present. Sensors are programmed
to recognize the chemical nature of
a specific fluid component such as
methane, ethane, propane, aromatics,
asphaltenes, saturates, or water.
Because the technology relies on
photometric detection and not
spectroscopy, it does not require a
computer to perform calculations
on an optical spectrum. Each sensor
is designed to respond specifically

Resman—Chemical PLT. The Resman
Chemical PLT is a solution designed
for continuous reservoir surveillance.
It does not require well intervention,
thus eliminating the risk to the
surrounding environment, and it uses
chemicals in low concentrations. The
solution can be periodically used for
up to 5 years to quantify zonal inflow
contribution and potentially detect
the location of water breakthrough
for the life of the well. It is compatible
for use in harsh downhole conditions.
Spectrum Tracer Services—Solid
Oil-Soluble Tracers. Spectrum’s oilsoluble tracers are solid particulates
that may indicate oil flow and
production in an individual stage
of hydraulic fracture stimulation,
providing better understanding of a
stage’s oil contribution in a horizontal
well. They may be used in conjunction
with water-soluble chemical tracers or
as a standalone tracer.
XACT—Downhole Acoustic
Telemetry Network. The XACT
acoustic telemetry network transmits
drilling and completion data to the
surface in real time from multiple
distributed measurement nodes that
acquire and transmit data along the
length of a drillpipe. The network
acts independently from the drilling
fluid, allowing it to provide continuous
data transmission regardless of
flow conditions.
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ToughMet 3 Sucker Rod Couplings

Change The Game
Eliminate frequent workovers, lower
production costs and improve margins.
The game-changing, proven technology of ToughMet 3 Sucker
Rod Couplings provides the most cost-effective solution for
eliminating production interruptions caused by sucker rod
coupling and production tubing failures.
ToughMet 3, a non-galling, copper-nickel-tin spinodal alloy,
resists galling, wear, erosion and corrosion, doubling the life of
sucker rod couplings and production tubing.
Save tens of thousands of dollars per well, per year with
ToughMet 3 Sucker Rod Couplings.

For more information call 216.486.6280
or log onto www.materion.com/couplings
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Oral History Project Aims
To Create Online Record
of Petroleum Engineering

Saudi Aramco’s
Upstream
Professional
Development Center
has state-of-the-art
3D imaging facilities
and courses for
employees to stay
ahead of exploration
and production
challenges. Photo
courtesy of Saudi
Aramco.

Joel Parshall, JPT Features Editor

I

f you’ve been in the oil and gas
industry at least 25 years, the
Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE)
encourages you to share with members
the story of your own professional
experience before 1990 by signing up
for a 30-minute audio interview during
the SPE Annual Technical Conference
and Exhibition.
It’s easy to do. You can pick the
questions you will be asked, and you
will make a valuable contribution to
SPE’s effort to create an online oral
history of petroleum engineering. The
interview will be posted on the SPE
website, and you will receive your own
personal copy.
Thirty-minute interview
appointments are available from 0800
to 1730 today through Wednesday. To
sign up, use an iPad at the SPE Pavilion
or any Internet-connected device to
visit www.spe.org/go/story. Interviews
will be conducted by Amy Esdorn,
SPE historian, in the Share Your Story
History Studio, Room 350 A on Level
3 of the George R. Brown Convention
Center. The studio is around the corner
from the Key Club.
“The interviews are about sharing
your stories, sharing your legacies with
future generations,” Esdorn said. “We’re
looking for people’s lived experience:

what they did, why they did it, how
they did it, and how they may have
contributed to technological innovation.
“When others know what you did,
whether they are family, friends,
or coworkers, including younger
professionals, they get a better idea of
what was happening, how things have
changed, and why they have changed.
These interviews will give listeners a feel
for what the experience of the industry
has been.”
To help people prepare for an
interview, the signup website includes a
list of questions from which to choose,
pointers for being interviewed, and a
sample interview.
“Interviews will really just be
conversation, talking back and forth,
and nothing intimidating,” Esdorn said.
Your interview will contribute
to a larger ongoing initiative, the
Engineering and Technology History
Wiki (www.ethw.org). Launched in
January, the ETHW is a collaborative
effort among six engineering societies
to relate the global history of the
engineering profession.
SPE’s oral histories have been
cited in Groundbreakers: The Story of
Oilfield Technology and the People Who
Made it Happen by Mark Mau and
Henry Edmundson.

Picture an audience of
80,000 SPE members.

Reservoir Performance, Innovation
Drive Advances for Saudi Aramco

S

water content or saturation as a key
parameter in determining the strength
of shales.
Other papers include “Automated
Workflow for Real-Time Reservoir
Management,” “New Insights About
Acid Fracture Conductivity at
Laboratory Scale,” and “Dynamic
Water Injection Profiling in
Intelligent Wells Using Distributed
Acoustic Sensor With Multimode
Optical Fibers.”
Mark Proett from Aramco’s
Upstream organization in Houston will
be cochairperson of the session New
Trends in Formation Evaluation on
Wednesday. The session highlights new
techniques for measuring formation
parameters, including wireline logging
and formation testing.
Saudi Aramco is a titanium sponsor
of this year’s ATCE and will be
exhibiting at Booth 2743.

audi Aramco will highlight
its commitment to technology
development and application at this
year’s conference with technical papers
that illustrate the breadth and depth of
its petroleum engineering reach.
With efforts including traditional
downhole production management,
monitoring and stimulation
techniques, and participation in a
session on innovative technologies
with unconventionals and difficult
reservoirs, the company’s upstream
technologists are focused on highimpact studies aimed at increasing
oil and gas reserves and improving
recovery rates.
At this year’s ATCE, the paper
“Water Content Effects on Dynamic
Elastic Properties of Organic Rich Gas
Shale,” representing work from the
Aramco Research Center—Houston,
will be delivered. The paper addresses

WHY ADVERTISE IN THE
JOURNAL OF PETROLEUM
TECHNOLOGY ® ?

Now picture your ad in JPT magazine reaching
ALL of them.
#1 upstream print circulation
80% of readers prefer JPT to other publications
CPM (cost per thousand) is just USD 121.
Most competitors have a CPM of over USD 300.
With bonus distribution at select industry
events, JPT provides additional exposure and the
best value for your advertising. It’s a win-win.
Contact us today to schedule your ad—
visit www.spe.org/jpt/advertise.

®
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Workshops Address Diversity, Ethics, and Communication
Stephen Whitfield, Oil and Gas Facilities Staff Writer

O

n Tuesday, attendees of the
2015 SPE Annual Technical
Conference and Exhibition (ATCE)
will have a chance to learn more about
the competencies that help individuals
navigate the social, cultural, technical,
and environmental issues that may
arise within an organization. Taking
place on Level 3 of the George R.
Brown Convention Center, the Soft
Skills workshops will help participants
improve the nontechnical skills
needed to succeed in the oil and
gas industry.
The morning session begins at 0900,
and the afternoon session follows at
1300. Tickets cost USD 65 for a half day
and USD 100 for a full day and include
lunch at noon.

Morning Sessions

One morning workshop, Diversity:
Focusing on the Value and Relevance
in Global Business, focuses on the
deliverables in learning the value of
diversity in a global business. Workshop
participants will expand their set of
soft skills to include the understanding
of diversity in all areas of global
business and raise awareness of the
value of diversity in the workplace. The
workshop will present the idea that
global businesses should accept the
variety of differences between cultures,
genders, leadership styles, negotiation
styles, and physical and cognitive
abilities. In the current economic

environment, a company’s success may
be directly tied to its ability to take such
differences into consideration.
The soft skills of teamwork,
cultural mental models, and
conflict resolution are key factors
in understanding diversity and
inclusion. The workshop will be held in
Room 372 C.
The other morning workshop will
deal with the ethical dilemmas that
SPE members experience in their various
lines of work. Titled SPE Professionals
Exemplify Integrity and Ethics, it is
designed to raise ethical awareness and
facilitate SPE members’ understanding
and following of the 12 points in SPE’s
Code of Professional Conduct.
For SPE members working in the oil
and gas industry, an understanding of
professional and ethical responsibility
is critical. However, ethical
quandaries often present themselves
as members progress through
their careers.
Ethical behavior supports the
development of the soft skills of
leadership and diversity. It is needed to
manage relationships with contractors,
vendors, partners, landowners,
competitors, governments, regulatory
agencies, employees, and management.
Workshop participants will discuss
well-known case studies from the oil and
gas industry, as well as other industries.
This workshop will be held in
Room 372 F.

Stop Guessing. Frac Right.
Powerful. Nimble. Collaborative.
PowerLog Frac quickly generates formatted rock and fluid properties.
•

Eliminate manual spreadsheets to quickly model multiple
frac scenarios more accurately

•

Implement frac simulation as part of a standard
completion process

Oil companies and service providers can now combine knowledge
and collaborate for enhanced fracture design and improved
well performance.
Visit CGG Booth #1519 to learn how to frac better with PowerLog Frac.

cgg.com/powerlogfrac

SOFT SKILLS WORKSHOPS
Soft Skills Workshop I: SPE Professionals
Exemplify Integrity and Ethics
0900–1155 • Room 372 F
Soft Skills Workshop II: Diversity:
Focusing on the Value and Relevance
in Global Business
0900–1155 • Room 372 C

Afternoon Sessions

Tuesday afternoon’s workshops will
touch on the need to think critically
in communicating with others and
solving problems.
One session, Effective
Communication: Gaining an Edge in
the Industry, will focus on the ways in
which individuals can hone their style,
intent, and impact to convey a message
to an audience effectively. Effective
communication is a crucial skill to
develop; it is needed to convey the
difficult decisions that are often made in
the current industry atmosphere. It can
come in many forms: verbal, nonverbal,
interpersonal, or cross cultural.
Workshop participants will learn to
sharpen their presentation, negotiation,
and PowerPoint skills while developing
the soft skills of persuasion and diversity.
It will be held in Room 372 C.
The other afternoon workshop,
Critical Thinking for Effective Problem

Soft Skills Workshop III: Effective
Communication: Gaining an Edge in
the Industry
1200–1600 • Room 372 C
Soft Skills Workshop IV: Critical Thinking
for Effective Problem Solving
1200–1600 • Room 372 F

Solving, focuses on the critical
thinking skills needed to help tackle
problems. It emphasizes the “how
to” of problem definition as well as
hypothesis development and the testing
of current reality. Participants will
develop multiple sustainable solutions
through the accessing of tacit knowledge
and expertise, and they will learn to
clarify the implications of solutions to
processes and people affected by the
proposed solutions.
Critical thinking is not an easy skill to
master. It involves taking into account
the content and context of a problem,
understanding the circumstances
behind the status quo, and perceiving
beyond immediate assumptions.
Effective problem solvers must focus
on the symptoms of the problem and
apply a systems-thinking approach to
solving it.
The workshop will be held in
Room 372 F.
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Around the Exhibit Floor

A roundup of technology being showcased at this year’s ATCE
New Fracturing Plug
Completely Disintegrates

are a common problem in plunger lift,
causing production downtime and
costly damage to equipment. Sasquatch
provides the power to prevent these
occurrences by enabling detection of
fast plungers long before they cause
problems. The controller can now adjust
and shut in on real velocity information,
protecting the well. Booth 1312.

Baker Hughes introduced the SPECTRE
disintegrating fracturing plug—the
first that disintegrates completely after
fracturing—further advancing the
benefits of interventionless technology
for the plug-and-perforate market. The
SPECTRE disintegrating plug offers
the same flexible stage placement as
composite plugs, but, unlike other
interventionless plugs, the entire plug—
including the plug body, anchoring grip,
and packing element—fully disintegrates
downhole in the presence of wellbore
fluids. The new plug eliminates postfracturing-intervention requirements,
accelerates completion times, and
leaves behind an unobstructed fullbore production inside diameter for
maximum flow area and easy future
access. No other fracturing plug
currently available offers this capability.
Complete disintegration ensures that no
plug debris is left downhole, protecting
the well infrastructure from undissolved
plug remnants, such as cast iron slips or
ceramic buttons, which can compromise
future operations and wellbore integrity.
This also makes the plug ideal for
depleted wells, where it can be difficult
to lift milled plug debris to surface.
Booth 2125.

Wireline-Deployed Service
Aids Stimulation With Pulses

Oil and gas wells often have production
rates that have severely declined
because of near-wellbore damage.
This can also be true for injection
wells. Wells that are candidates for
remediation usually exhibit a poor
initial completion response or a sudden
decline in rates during the production/
injection phase. The Blue Spark Wireline
Applied Stimulation Pulsing (WASP)
technology is a service that is wirelinedeployed into the wellbore to stimulate
production or injection wells. WASP
uses the concept of high-pulsed power to
generate an electrohydraulic stimulation
pulse—electricity converted to a
shockwave in a fluid. This shockwave
and resulting pressure pulse (up to
10,000 psi) can cause structural failure
and mobilization of brittle material
that is plugging channels of flow and
that is reducing the productivity of oil
and gas wells. This effect is restricted
to the near-wellbore area (within 3 ft of
the wellbore). The pulses are repeated
hundreds or thousands of times during
each deployment into the well. The
tool is deployed by wireline cable and
can stimulate a vertical well with up to
66 ft of interval in an 8-hour work day.
Horizontal wells can be stimulated by
deploying the tool on electric coiled
tubing, with a wireline tractor, or by
pump down. Booth 3307.

Proppant/Fluid Transport
System Boosts Production

Better proppant technology is
increasing operating efficiency by
reducing cost per barrel of oil equivalent.
Fairmount Santrol’s Propel SSP
proppant-transport technology—a
proppant and fluid system in one—
typically increases hydrocarbon
production by more than 30%
within 6 months and, in some cases,

Microseismic Method Notes
Permeability Enhancement

The new SPECTRE disintegrating plug can increase efficiency and reduce
costs and risks. Photo courtesy of Baker Hughes.

Propel SSP proppant-transport
technology goes farther
and stacks higher in the
formation. Photo courtesy of
Fairmount Santrol.

more than 50% in initial field trials.
Operators also are recording impressive
production results throughout the US
with Fairmount Santrol’s curable and
precured resin-coated sand. Propel SSP
technology, a hydrogel polymer wrapped
around a proppant, travels farther
and stacks higher for a longer effective
fracture half-length. After breaking,
the thin fluid flows back easily without
damaging proppant-pack conductivity
and formation permeability as with
slickwater and gel-based completions.
The technology eliminates the need
for certain fracturing-fluid additives,
including guar, crosslinkers, and
friction reducers. Overall, operators
choosing this product are reducing
water consumption, chemical additives,
pumping time, energy usage, and
pumping-equipment maintenance.
Booth 3615.

The Sasquatch sensor detects
plunger arrival and velocity. Photo
courtesy of Extreme Telematics.

Sensor Detects Plunger
Velocity With Arrival

Three years ago, Extreme Telematics’
Cyclops plunger arrival sensor changed
plunger-detection technology by
replacing the magnetic coil with a
magnetometer and microprocessor.
This led to a more-reliable sensor that
featured digital filtering, adjustable
sensitivity, software upgradability, and
real-time communications. Now, ETC
has introduced Sasquatch, the first
plunger-velocity sensor. Sasquatch not
only detects the arrival of the plunger
but also measures and stores the velocity
of the plunger, even when the control
system is not watching. Sasquatch
will signal that a plunger has arrived
and calculate actual velocity of the
plunger at the surface. This leads to a
more-transparent and -safe plunger
well operation. Repetitive fast plungers

To fully understand the production
potential of a hydraulically fractured
well, operators must be able to quantify
the reservoir permeability enhancement
generated by the hydraulic fracturing,
which is the true indicator of the well’s
production rates and ultimate recovery
of reserves. MicroSeismic has developed
a unique methodology, PermIndex, for
using microseismic data to determine a
reservoir’s permeability enhancement
and predict reservoir drainage and
productivity. Using microseismic data,
geoscientists are now able to define
what portion of the stimulated fracture
network will be productive and apply
a permeability scalar to determine
the reservoir drainage volume and
relative enhanced permeability (and,
therefore, relative productivity) of each
fractured stage. This information is
used to predict the pattern of reservoir
drainage as the reservoir is produced
and depleted over time. This analysis is
provided immediately after treatment,
without costly well-intervention
activities, allowing operators to
optimize treatments on the basis of
their production goals or economic
thresholds. Because of the proprietary
PermIndex methodology, MicroSeismic
is the only service provider who can
match multiple wells simultaneously,
using their Completions Evaluation
workflow to determine the mathematical
relationship between the activated
fracture network and the permeability
enhancement induced by hydraulic
fracturing. Defining this mathematical
relationship makes for more-accurate
reservoir models and enables automatic
generation of additional models for
multiple nearby unproduced wells
without the need to calibrate them.
Booth 3943.

High-Strength Downhole
Tools Dissolve After Use

Magnesium Elektron introduced
SoluMag, a high-strength, highcorrosion-rate magnesium alloy
developed specifically for making
downhole oil-and-gas-industry tools
that will quickly and simply dissolve
after use. The company has applied for
a patent for the proprietary magnesium
alloy. Tools and components made
from SoluMag dissolve completely after
use, eliminating the need for costly
drillout intervention. SoluMag dissolves
quickly at chloride concentrations
and temperatures below which other
dissolving materials on the market
remain inactive. Magnesium Elektron’s
aerospace background means that
its alloys are of the highest quality
and consistency, so end users can
have confidence that tools made from
SoluMag will behave predictably
downhole. This conference is the first
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With MicroSeismic’s PermIndex methodology, effective permeability
enhancement is calculated by applying a 3D geocellular grid to the discrete
fracture network, using attributes of a single microseismic event to create
each cell and its associated permeability enhancement. Image courtesy
of MicroSeismic.

Shale Capacity from SIGMA³ accurately models the volume of rock that can
contribute to production so that operators can drill horizontal wells that
intersect the sweet-spot zone. Image courtesy of SIGMA³.
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public showing of SoluMag in the US.
A time-lapse video (available at the
company’s online portal) shows the
material being dissolved in typical
saltwater solutions. Also available are
samples at various levels of dissolution
and test data covering tensile strengths
and corrosion rates. Booth 4407.

and optimized using SIGMA³
reservoir characterization, enhanced
microseismic reservoir characterization,
and interdisciplinary onsite
engineering work flows and tools.
Booth 3925.

Geoengineering Suite
Helps Find Sweet Spots

ESG’s SuperCable is a cost-effective,
redeployable seismic array that bridges
the gap between wireline and permanent
acquisition methods. The SuperCable
consists of three-component 15-Hz
geophones and offers the ability to
customize the array to incorporate other
sensor types. For example, in order to
detect and properly characterize larger
induced seismic events (magnitudes
greater than zero), 4.5-Hz geophones or

SIGMA³ has developed a suite of smart
GeoEngineering solutions to identify
and target the sweet spot in the shale
reservoir and create a work flow to
maximize production and increase
estimated ultimate recovery using
better-engineered completion and
hydrofracturing techniques validated
with next-generation microseismic.
In unconventional reservoirs across
the US, operators are achieving 80 to
90% production correlation to shale
capacity—a method pioneered by
SIGMA³ to identify the sweet spot in the
subsurface and target the most prolific
part of the reservoir. SIGMA³ has been
involved in more than 11,000 wells and
35,000 fracturing stages in different
rocks types around the world. On the
basis of this experience, the company
has developed differentiated work flows
to support clients in improving drilling
success rate and optimizing completion
costs with proven success. Important
field-development decisions, including
lateral azimuth, stratigraphic target
and landing zone, hazard avoidance,
well spacing (lateral and vertical),
stage spacing, and well locations
can be quantitatively supported

Redeployable Array
Bridges Monitoring Gap

ESG’s SuperCable is a customizable
microseismic monitoring array.
Photo courtesy of ESG.

EXTRA EYES

DEEP INSIDE YOUR WELL
RESMAN provides a low-cost, interventionless alternative to conventional production logging.
The Chemical PLT™ enables multiple surveys for years, helping you understand
oil inflow contribution and water breakthrough location.
For better ways to manage your reservoir, visit www.resman.no.
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force-balanced accelerometers (FBAs)
can be added to the array. The sensors
can be placed at customizable depths
to allow for broadband monitoring
with 4.5-Hz geophones or FBAs placed
near surface and 15-Hz geophones
at reservoir depth. The SuperCable
is ideal for long-term deployments
because of its durability and low cost
vs. traditional wireline deployments. As
a redeployable array, it can be moved
closer to the hydraulic-fracturing area
as the hydraulic-fracturing operation
moves around the pad with time. ESG
has deployed multiple SuperCable
arrays for several months to monitor
large, multiwell pad completions in
North America, specifically in the
Marcellus and Utica formations.
High-quality signals recorded by the
SuperCable arrays resulted in additional
data normally not observed using
traditional wireline or near-surface
approaches, thereby providing insight
into the effectiveness of the stimulation
programs. Booth 2443.

The Anchored Production Straddle from Interwell. Photo Courtesy of Interwell.

Software Module Improves
Prediction of Casing Wear

Round, Smooth Proppant
Promotes Maximum Flow

Engineered with twice the baseline
conductivity of a high-strength bauxite
proppant, the recently developed
Kryptosphere HD ultraconductive, highdensity ceramic proppant from Carbo is
designed to address distinctive harshenvironment production problems,
such as those encountered in the Gulf of
Mexico’s Lower Tertiary trend, as well as
geothermal and steamflood enhancedoil-recovery applications. Kryptosphere
HD is designed to withstand enormous
geomechanical and chemical stresses,
thereby delivering the conductivity and
cyclical loading resistance required in
elevated pressure and high-flow-rate
applications. The initiative to develop
an ultraconductive ceramic proppant
with distinctive shape and uniform
size and strength included input from
a major operator and led to significant
improvements in both raw material
selection and the manufacturing
processes. The end result is a uniform,
monosized proppant that is very round
with an extremely smooth surface. The
shape provides maximum permeability
for hydrocarbon flow while virtually
eliminating the internal porosity that
hinders optimal conductivity. Together
with industry-high compressive strength
and durability, the uniform pore throats
of the newly introduced proppant
promote maximum hydrocarbon flow.
Its capacity to withstand extreme cyclic
loading conditions of high flow-rate
wells also helps sustain maximum
production for the life of the well. A
significantly improved beta factor
likewise lowers flow-path tortuosity
and further increases and sustains
conductivity. Booth 1525.

A comparison of Carbo’s
Kryptosphere HD proppant vs.
standard high-strength proppant.
Photo courtesy of Carbo.

Magnet wire insulated with Zeus’
NeoTem fluoropolymer. Photo
courtesy of Zeus.

packer element under strain or pressure.
Interwell’s APS has an extremely slim
design, and its small outer diameter
and large inner diameter make it an
excellent candidate for wells with
scale buildup. It is tested to differential
pressures up to 345 bar at temperatures
up to 150°C. An operator in the
North Sea undertook a subsea wellintervention campaign to restore well
production, which had ceased following
the suspected failure of the artificial lift
system. Running Interwell’s retrievable
APS solution with an integral gas-lift
valve helped to optimize production
and saved the need for a more costly
rig-based, production-tubing workover,

bringing the well back onto full
production. Booth 1343.

Fluoropolymer Pushes
Temperature Threshold

Zeus will introduce its NeoTem
fluoropolymer product line at the
SPE Annual Technical Conference
and Exhibition. NeoTem is the first
fluoropolymer to break the maximum
temperature threshold of 500°F;
NeoTem possesses excellent dielectric
strength, chemical resistance, and
permeation resistance even at extreme
temperatures. NeoTem maintains its
electrical, chemical, and mechanical
properties at elevated temperatures up

DrillScan’s Casing Wear module for its WellScan software program. Image
courtesy of DrillScan.

Production Straddle Helps
Solve Production Challenges

With high expansion capabilities and
large throughbore design, Interwell’s
Anchored Production Straddle (APS) is
a flexible solution for production control
challenges, ideal for workover, gas-lift,
and sand-screen applications. The APS
is configured with two packer modules,
standard spacer pipe in between, and an
anchoring module. Each packer module
consists of a one-piece solid elastomer
element supported by a tight mechanical
barrier on each side. When expanded,
a radial wall prevents extrusion of the

to 572°F. Zeus has developed processes
to extrude this engineered polymer into
extruded tubing, insulated wire, custom
shapes, drawn fiber, and optical fiber
coating. These attributes enable NeoTem
to withstand the increasingly harsh
environmental demands present in
emerging oil and gas applications such
as steam-assisted gravity drainage. It
provides solutions for insulating critical
components used in downhole tools and
equipment, such as motor windings,
cabling, and fiber-optic sensors.
Booth 1328.

Veolia’s produced-water-treatment technologies include its ROSS system.
Photo courtesy of Veolia.

DrillScan introduced its new Casing
Wear module, part of the WellScan
software platform. It is essential for
the drilling engineer to have a good
understanding of expected location and
magnitude of casing wear for all drilling
and workover operations to identify,
control, and prevent potential problems.
For the first time in the industry, casing
wear is modeled using a proprietary
stiff-string contact-force calculation
coupled to a wear model validated with
full-scale laboratory data. The moreaccurate contact side-force calculation
between the drillpipe and the casing
enables the improvement of casing-wear
prediction significantly. Moreover, the
software has the unique capability to
take into account the possible contact
between the drillpipe body and the
casing and to determine the orientation
of the wear in 3D. This new technology
enables reducing the risk of wellintegrity loss, finding the optimum
casing-design solution in terms of safety
and economics, managing unplanned
operations and their effect on casing
wear, and avoiding expensive workover
or shallow-sidetrack operations to
eventually increase ultimate production
by enhancing well-life time. Booth 4209.

Technology Allows Reuse
of Produced Water for E&P

Veolia is highlighting its producedwater-treatment technologies.
These systems treat water for reuse
or discharge, enabling producers
to increase oil and gas production,
minimize risk and transportation costs,
ensure compliance with environmental
regulations, and reduce lease operating
costs. Veolia’s ROSS technology will
also be featured in the ENGenious
program on the exhibit floor. ROSS
enables reuse of flowback and produced
water to be reused in exploration and
production (E&P) operations. Benefits
provided by this technology include
reduced freshwater demand, disposal
costs, truck traffic, and emissions;
removal of scale formers (hardness,
silica, iron, barium, strontium)
to protect equipment; particulate
removal (oil, solids, bacteria) through
an absolute barrier that minimizes
carryover; and lower cost, thanks to
packaged, modular, shop-fabricated
systems. ROSS consists of two treatment
steps. The feed water is first treated in
Veolia’s high-rate chemical-softening
technology called Multiflo for removal
of scale formers. The softened water and
crystalline solids are then processed
through CeraMem ceramic membrane
ultrafiltration. Operated in a crossflow
mode, the membranes remove free
oil, suspended solids, and bacteria to
low concentrations in a single step.
Booth 4102.

The CREATION of a TECHNOLOGY

FracMax®, our patent-pending, cutting-edge
analytical software package, has transformed the
competitive landscape and is quickly validating that
Flotek’s CnF® technology should be the default
completion chemistry in nearly every well across the
country and around the globe. Over the past two
years, 250-plus unique clients have experienced
the benefit of our CnF® completion chemistries
earning them over $8 billion in revenue from

incremental production versus common completion
chemicals. With over 400 million data fields and
adding more monthly, FracMax® quantifies our
long held belief that the use of CnF® completion
chemistries will provide a significant economic
advantage. Flotek is on tomorrow’s horizon,
shaping the future of completion technology and
proactively working to create value for clients and
shareholders alike.

www.flotekind.com • 713.849.9911

Visit us at booth #3433 and learn more about FracMax®

Mangrove
Express
FRACTURE DESIGN

Petrogulf saves USD 1.2 million by optimizing
completions with Mangrove Express fracture design.
In the Bakken and Three Forks, Petrogulf Corporation needed to quantify the impact of pressure depletion in a low-permeability reservoir.
Schlumberger used Mangrove Express* fracture design to efficiently conduct the hydraulic fracture modeling in the Petrel* E&P software
platform, revealing fracture propagation toward a depleted area. The resulting optimized completion design delivered 1,500 bbl/d initial
production, extended natural flow of the wells by three to four months, and increased production from offset wells.
Read the case study at

slb.com/Mangrove-Express
*Mark of Schlumberger. Copyright © 2015 Schlumberger. All rights reserved. 15-ST-16078

